Junior Digital Photographer
Instructions

Go through each step, completing the activity or activities for each. The activities can be adapted or changed based on what you have available at your house. When finished with the whole badge you can share your finished work with GSWNY at girl.experience@gswny.org. It's totally optional, but we'd love to see what you did!
Step 1-Learn about digital cameras!

Have you ever wondered how the camera on a phone works? Or how photographers capture beautiful landscapes?

Let's learn how! Watch one of the videos below to learn more about digital photography!

Share what you have learned with your family or friends!

https://youtu.be/fkG3D0WXRAw

https://youtu.be/B7Dopv6kzJA
Step 2-Take Photographs!

One of the great things about digital cameras is that you can take as many pictures until the memory is full, then delete or upload your photos.

If you don’t have a phone, use a regular camera or ask or borrow a parent’s. With the camera take ten different photos. These photos can be anything from your family, your house, pets, or nature!

Share your photos with your family or friends, or even ask an adult to share online or on their own social media!
Step 3- Edit 3 Photos

Take a series of photos and make them all different. You can make some black and white or change the sky to orange and the grass purple. Edit them however you want.

Some of our favorite editing apps are:

Snapseed      VSCO      Prisma Photo Editor

If using a digital camera some of our favorite editing websites are:

http://pixlr.com
https://www.fotor.com
https://www.google.com/photos/about/